
 

 

Place Names 
 
Muskrat Bay 
 
Nothing is known of the origin of this name and it is, without question, entirely 
unknown by the vast majority of long-time business people, residents or visitors who 
currently visit Waterton. Of the two similar bays, Muskrat is the closest to nearby Loon 
Lake just north of Crypt Landing. It is located directly across from the townsite 
campground camp kitchen on the east side of the lake and is a natural area that can 
provide boaters with temporary shelter from the prevailing southwest winds.1  

Such was the case in October, 
2013, when the park 
workboat, Spirit of Waterton, 
ran into unexpected strong 
winds with a load of 13 staff 
and volunteers aboard who 
were heading to Crypt 
Landing to plant Whitebark 
pine at the former site of the 
Crypt Lake campground.  A 
wave washed over the bow and 
punched in the boat’s front 
window.  The cabin took on 
water compromising the 
boat’s mobility and the water 
pressure inside the cabin 
made opening the door 
difficult. Help was summoned 
by radio but before help could 
leave the marina, the work 
boat had made it to this 

sheltered bay and the planting crew hiked to Crypt landing along the nearby trail and on 
to the planting site. Rod Kretz of Waterton Inter-Nation Shoreline Cruise Co., took the 
Miss Waterton to pick up the crew upon completion of their assignment. Winds abated 
the following day and the Spirit of Waterton was returned to the marina.2        

Only one crudely doctored map in the park archives is labelled with the typed words 
“Muskrat Bay.”  An accompanying typewritten list of place names leaves “Muskrat Bay” 
with no explanation. There are two other references to this name which are found in an 
old archeological report prepared in the 1960s by archeologist Barney Reeves. Both are 
hand drawn maps and not to scale. They note Muskrat Bay by the designation “Dg P1-
16”. In a personal conversation, Reeves, speculated it was perhaps a name used by 
fishermen but did not know for certain.3 In his report he identified both Muskrat Bay 
and adjacent so-called Otter Bay as places for future archeological examination. In fact, 

Muskrat Bay, on the east shore of Upper Waterton Lake across 
from the townsite, is protected from the prevailing southwest wind. 
(Photo: Parks Canada/Edwin Knox) 
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with the exception of Crypt 
Landing and Black Tail Point, 
there are no known place names 
on the east side of the lake.4 The 
absence of a continuous north-
south trail on the east side of the 
lake contributes to the lack of 
place names.   

The name Muskrat Bay is very 
much a misnomer. Upper 
Waterton Lake is an unlikely 
habitat for muskrat.5 While this 
aquatic rodent does make its 
home in the park, it tends to be 
found in shallower waters such as 
the Maskinonge, Belly River and 
Indian Creek in the upper 
Crooked Creek area in much the 
same areas as are used by beaver. 
Muskrat may also live in the bank 
dens with underwater entrances.  

“Most of the park is unsuited to 
muskrats and thus the animals are 
uncommon and irregularly 
dispersed. Except in a few 
favourable tracts muskrats or 
their signs are seldom noted and 
mostly absent,” according to J. Dewey Soper, noted biologist.6 Another expert, A. W. F. 
Banfield, agreed about the normal habitat writing that “Ondafra Zibethica osoyoosensis 
(Rocky Mountain muskrat) have been observed feeding and their lodges noted in several 
abandoned beaver dams in the Stony and Crooked Creek system.”7 Park wardens, who 
made wildlife observations between 1952 and 1972, recorded seeing a total of only 36 
muskrats in those years.8 

 The place name Muskrat Bay has never been made official and, if ever used, has now 
fallen into obscurity.  

 

 
 
 

A view of the so-called Otter Bay and Muskrat Bay as seen from 
the Bear’s Hump. (WLNP Archives) 
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1 Location is S.W. ¼ of Section 18, Township 1, Range 30, West of the 4th meridian. Both 
are “very small sheltered coves facing north,” Dr. Brian Reeves, Archaeological Survey 
Reports, WLNP, 1966, page 16-17, Volume No. 1, WLNP Archives, Box 144, Item 3. 
2 Waterton Lakes National Park Chronology, section dated “2013”, Box 231, Item 1. 
3 Unrecorded conversation between Edwin Knox, Resource Management Officer II, 
Waterton Lakes National Park and Brian Reeves, Waterton Park. 
4Crypt Landing is the trail head for Crypt Lake. Black Tail Point is at the narrowest part 
of Upper Waterton Lake, opposite Dead Horse Point. 
5 According to Ben Gadd, author of Handbook of the Canadian Rockies (Winnipeg: 
Corax Press Canada, first printing 1986), muskrats and beaver are often confused; Phil 
Ruppel, boat captain since 1990, was asked: “Have you ever seen a muskrat in Upper 
Waterton Lake?” to which he replied he’d seen otters and bears and even a bat in the 
water “but I’ve never seen a muskrat.” (July 27, 2015—9:25 a.m. personal conversation 
between Chris Morrison and Phil Ruppel).  
6 J. Dewey Soper, “The Mammals of Waterton Lakes National Park,” Canadian Wildlife 
Service Report, Series Number 23, 1973, page 33. WLNP Archives, Box 102, Item 6. 
7 A. W. F. Banfield, Mammals of Waterton Lakes National Park,” 1947, page 41, WLNP 
Archives, Box 102, Item 1. 
8 Wildlife Observations, unpublished park records; WLNP archives, Box 105, Item 7.  


